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Upcoming Events  

 

Click here for December 1997 events  

Click here for January 1998 events  

 

December 1997  

 

 

2   Tue  * Tome Elementary School 

4   Thu  * GNTO Committee Meeting 

5   Fri  * UNM Observing 

6   Sat    Vesta Stationary 

7   Sun    First quarter Moon 

           Mercury Stationary 

8   Mon    Moon Occults Saturn (actually on Tues morning at 12:25am) 

9   Tue    Moon Occults Saturn (actually on Tues morning at 12:25am) 

         * Central Elementary School (Belen) 

11  Thu  * Board Meeting, 7PM, PandA Building 

12  Fri  * UNM Observing 

           Moon occults Aldebaran ar approx. 9:00pm 
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           Geminid Meteor Shower 

13  Sat  * TAAS Pot Luck (see story this issue) 

           Full Moonn 

17  Wed    Saturn stationary 

19  Fri  * UNM Observing 

20  Sat  * GNTO Observing 

           Newsletter input due 

21  Sun    Last quarter Moon 

           Winter Solstice 1:07 pm 

22  Mon    Venus 1.1 deg north of the Moon 

25  Thu    Venus stationary 

26  Fri  * UNM CLOSED 

           Mars .6 deg. S. of Uranus 

27  Sat  * GNTO Observing 

           Mercury stationary 

29  Mon    New Moon 

31  Wed    Neptune, Uranus, Venus, Mars, and Jupiter all near the Moon!! 

January 1998  

 

 

1   Thu    Jupiter 3 deg. S of the moon 

2   Fri  * UNM Observing 

           Quadrantid Meteor Shower 

5   Mon    First quarter moon  

           Saturn .2 deg N of the moon 

6   Tue    Mercury at west elongation 

8   Thu  * GNTO Committee meeting 

9   Fri  * UNM Observing 

           Aldeberran .4 deg S of the moon 

10  Sat  * TAAS General Meeting (Elections!!!) - Regener Hall 7pm 

12  Mon    Full moon 

13  Tue    Los Lunas Elementary School 

15  Thu  * Board meeting 7pm PandA building 

16  Fri  * UNM Observing 

17  Sat  * Astronomy 101 at UNM observatory 

         * Newsletter Input Due 

20  Tue    Mars .2 deg S of Jupiter 

           Last quarter moon 

23  Fri  * UNM Observing 

24  Sat  * GNTO Observing 

28  Wed    New moon 

29  Thu    Asteroid Juno stationary 

           Jupiter and Mars near the moon 

         * GNTO Committee meeting 

31  Fri  * GNTO Observing 

 
NOTES:  

* = official TAAS Event 

TAAS=The Albuquerque Astronomical Society. 

GNTO=General Nathan Twining Observatory. Call Bill Tondreau @263-5949 to confirm. 

SFCC=Santa Fe Community College. Call Brock Parker @ 298-2792 to confirm. 



UNM=UNM Observatory observing nights. Call Brad Hamlin @ 343-8943 to confirm. 

ATM=Amateur Telescope Making. Call Michael Pendley for information @ 296-0549. 

 

December Meeting is NOT at Regener Hall  

by Bruce Levin  

The December general meeting will not really be a meeting in the usual sense, but will be our 

grand annual Winter Solstice Potluck Dinner Party. Instead of a guest speaker, we will have a 

cast of Society members, family, friends, and prospective members. Everyone will bring their 

favorite food dishes as well as show-and-tell "stuff" to share with everyone.  

There will be plenty of room for the inflatable planetarium, display tables, and (of course) food 

tables. So prepare your best dish and feel free to bring an astronomy item to show off.  

Dinner will start about 6:30 pm on Saturday, December 13th in the gymnasium of Heights 

Cumberland Presbyterian Church. Those wishing to help us set up can arrive an hour to an hour 

and a half early. The kitchen is located next to the gym with a microwave, stoves, and ovens. Our 

Society will provide miscellaneous consumables and disposables like coffee, soft drinks, paper 

plates, cups, towelettes, and eating utensils.  

The church is located on the southeast corner of Academy Boulevard and Moon Street, just one 

block east of Wyoming and Dion's Pizza Parlor (see map on page 4). Pull into the north church 

parking lot from Academy and go to the east end of the lot. The gym is just south of there. See 

the map just below the December Events Calendar.  

See you all there and have an evening of fun and sharing!!!  

 

Presidents Update  

by Mike Pendley  

The Trip: Debbie, the kids and I went to Montana--big sky country--for Thanksgiving this year. 

This would not be a news worthy fact under normal conditions but Thanksgiving week falls on 

the week preceding the new moon this year-the time when we assemble the newsletter. Lap top 

computers, e-mail, and the Internet make this task almost location independent. Almost. I left a 

few items at home and answers to questions asked by e-mail have a high latency but things seem 

to be going well. If the weather holds out, we should return two days before we need to deliver 

the newsletter to the printer. Even in a worse case scenario though, I could always file transfer 

protocol (FTP) the file to the printer.  
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How did the trip go you say? Uneventful until the last 50 miles. It was about 6 pm (the sun sets 

here at about 4:15 this time of year) so the sky was quite dark. To the North was a thin layer of 

cloud, thick enough to see but thin enough to let the big dipper shine through. We were heading 

north-east when Debbie said "Look, the northern lights." We stopped the car, turned off the head 

lights, and, sure enough, we could see the wispy lights shining through the thin clouds. The 

patches stretched 20-30 degrees wide and 10-15 degrees tall. They would last for a minute or 

two, constantly changing, then fade away. Twice we started the car, drove a few miles only to 

stop when they would reappear. This was not the best display we have seen in Montana but the 

first in quite a while.  

A Special Random Act of Kindness: At the end of this column is the usual Random Acts of 

Kindness. I try to set some space aside in the newsletter each month to thank individuals for their 

generosity to the Society. This month, however, I would like to recognize a special act of 

generosity-not to the society but to public education, something important to many in TAAS.  

The Friday, November 7 edition of the Rio Rancho Observer reported that John Sefick donated a 

25 inch f/5 reflecting telescope to Rio Rancho High School. John is also lending the school a 

CCD camera. Rio Rancho High School teachers Kevin Jarigese (also a TAAS board member), 

Mark Leonard, and Dan Barber are working on a project to construct a building for the telescope.  

Telescope 101: There has been quite a bit of talk among board members on how to integrate new 

members into the society and how to help members new to astronomy with the basics. The 

hospitality table Robert Williams staffed at the November general meeting seemed to be a big 

success. Several members commented on how they appreciated a "safe zone" for asking 

questions and meeting people. Look for this at future meetings, including the Potluck. Along 

with this we have set Saturday, January 17 for an Astronomy 101 night at the UNM Campus 

Observatory. We have not set the agenda yet but it will probably include a slide show, telescope 

basics, and how to find things in the sky. You can get a head start by helping us set the agenda. 

See the story by Robert Williams on page 9 for who to contact.  

Astroblast: See page 15 for info on the big Astronomy magazine / TAAS star party. More info 

on the party will be provided in the Times early next year.  

Random Acts of Kindness:  

My spies have informed me of three individuals that made donations to the society recently. Do 

you know someone we should recognize here? If so, drop me a line.  

Barry Gordon donated two very useful books: Ottewell's Astronomical Companion, a companion 

book to the yearly calendar, and Allan Sandage's beautiful Hubble Atlas of Galaxies.  

Syndey Stone donated a potpourri of astronomical brochures, posters, and information that will 

be distributed to interested parties at the Potluck Dinner, along with other materials that may be 

of interest.  



Carl Mora, a non member, donated a very nice 6 inch f/8 telescope with equatorial mount & 

clock drive. The Directors will discuss how best to use this donation at their next meeting.  

New Members:  

On behalf of the Board of Directors and the general membership, I would like to welcome the 

following new members to TAAS:  

David Blair  

Craig & Justin Denman  

Don & Rosemary Ditmore  

Lee, Ian, & Nicki Hopewood  

We hope your membership in TAAS is pleasant and rewarding. Please contact any board 

member if you have any suggestions or if you would like to become more involved in Society 

activities.  

Total membership is now 379, up 15 from last month.  

 

Board Meeting  

by Robert Williams, Secretary  

The November 13, 1997 Board of Directors meeting was called to order by President Mike 

Pendley at 7:00 pm, in attendance were Kevin McKeown, Robert Williams, Ellie Gates, Allan 

Green, Brock Parker, Bruce Levin, Carl Frisch, Gordon Pegue, Kevin Jarigese, Robert Ortega 

and Ruth Pendley. Also in attendance were Lisa Wood and Barry Gordon.  

Special Announcement: Ellie Gates announced that The Albuquerque Astronomical Society's 

web page was chosen as the Albuquerque Journal's site of the week. (In addition to being 

treasure, Ellie is also our Web Master - ed.)  

October Minutes: Robert Williams read the minutes of the October Board of Directors meeting 

to the board. Ellie Gates asked that "Old Business, complementary newsletters" be amended by 

removing "she will call those she has not heard from." Gordon Pegue moved to accept the 

minutes with the change, seconded by Brock Parker, voted on and passed.  

Treasurer's Report: Ellie Gates read the condition of the treasury to the board. Total funds on 

deposit were $9,507.51 an increase of $124.24. Education funds on deposit were $2,631.53 an 

increase of $35.00. Observatory funds on deposit were $5,232.26 an increase of $169.01. 

General funds on deposit were $1,643.72 a decrease of $79.77.  

Observatory Committee: Gordon Pegue said that there was not an official committee meeting 

this month but he did say that the upgrade of the observatory telescope is still being worked out 
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and is going slowly. Gordon also said that Robert Ortega and himself will be going out to paint 

the observatory trim but no date was set.  

Membership Committee: No formal report-Jay Harden was out of town. Ruth Pendley said the 

New Member Committee has come up with some ideas for getting new members more involved 

with club activities. Some of the suggestions were: to have a special observing night for new 

members; to have a greeting committee talk to new members and explain some of the club 

activities and events; to take the planetarium to some of the general meetings for people to see; 

to try and match people who have the same interests in astronomy with other members; a 

newsletter article for members who may not know much about the night sky. Some discussion on 

the matter followed but all agreed that we need to do something to help new members feel 

welcome and get involved. Mike Pendley motioned to make Saturday, January 17, 1998 an 

Astronomy 101 viewing night at the UNM observatory. This was seconded by Carl Frisch voted 

on and passed. (See President's Update and the story by Robert Williams on page 9 for additional 

information - ed.)  

Awards Committee and Nominating Committee: Both committees reported that things were 

going well.  

Planetarium Committee: Lisa Wood asked the board for $100.00 to purchase some needed 

items for the planetarium. Robert Ortega motioned to provide the committee with $100.00 from 

the education fund for the items needed. The motion was seconded by Carl Frisch, voted on and 

passed. Dave DeLaRue has volunteered to help with the planetarium and will give some of the 

shows.  

LodeStar: Carl said that none of the meetings have covered anything that concerns TAAS. Most 

discussion has been on building and road locations.  

Calendar: Carl Frisch handed out the new calendar for 1998. There were some discussions on 

the dates. Bruce Levin said that he will get with Carl and discuss some dates for Carlsbad 

Caverns. It was decided to wait for the next administration to vote on the calendar and make it 

official. There were two dates picked for rescheduling of Rio Rancho High School, Thursday, 

January 29, 1998 and Monday, February 2, 1998. Kevin Jarigese will meet with the people at Rio 

Rancho High School. Kevin McKeown has volunteered to take over as Education Coordinator 

and will meet with Carl and Brock and will look at rescheduling Mitchell Elementary.  

EPPC: Mike Pendley said that in the discussion at the last board meeting we had removed the 

word "public" in section IX. VIOLATIONS but he felt that it is needed in this portion of the 

Events Polices. Ruth Pendley motioned to put the word "public" back in, seconded by Kevin 

Jarigese, voted on and passed.  

Future Events: Brock Parker said that he will be going out to Raymond Gabaldon to make sure 

that all is set. Brock said that there could be a fairly large turnout at this school.  

Future Meetings: Ellie Gates said that she has talked with Dr. Horton Newsom and he is ready 

for the Saturday meeting. Bruce Levin said that the hall is set for the winter potluck and that 



there will be more room than last year. Carl and Lisa have agreed to help with the setup and 

decorations. Lisa will bring the planetarium to the potluck. The decision to set it up or not will be 

made that night and depend on attendance, space, etc.  

Old Business: Kevin McKeown said that he could use some help with proofing the articles he is 

giving to "Weather Central". Gordon said that he will help with the proofing if Kevin will e-mail 

him the articles. Ellie said that she has a lot to do and does not have much time to spend on the 

Comp Newsletters so she handed over all information she has to Mike and Bruce. Brock said that 

Ellie, Mike and himself will be meeting on Tuesday with the organizers of the June Astronomy 

magazine star party to work out more details. The date for this event is Thursday, June 25, 1998. 

The board decided to wait until the December Board Meeting to vote on this issue but the people 

meeting with Astronomy can tell them that the board has no objections to the date but a detailed 

description of roles and responsibilities needs to be worked out. Mike asked the board again if 

we want to register the TAAS web page as www.taas.org. It costs $50.00 a year but we have to 

pay the first two years up front. Brock Parker motioned to register the TAAS web page, 

seconded by Carl Frisch, voted on and passed. Mike and Ellie will work out the details.  

New Business: Carl announced that the rangers of Oak Flat are planning a picnic on Saturday 

November 15 to thank those TAAS members who volunteered at Oak Flat last summer. He 

asked for help calling members. Carl said that he just found out about the picnic so he was not 

able to publish a notice in the last newsletter (this event was canceled because of snow - ed.). 

Ellie said that she is coordinating volunteers for the ASP meeting in June so if anyone would like 

to help or needs details they can contact her. Ellie also said that the price for Astronomy 

Magazine has increased from $20 to $24. All existing TAAS membership applications need to be 

changed. Kevin McKeown said he would like to make a TAAS challenge list (observing list) and 

if anyone would like to help to call him.  

Newsletter articles were made and the meeting was adjourned at 8:40 pm.  

 

Observatory Committee  

by -Gordon Pegue  

No Report this month  

 

November Meeting Recap:  

by Kevin McKeown  

Not available at press time. We will run the recap in the February newsletter  
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November General Meeting Trivia Contest.  

TAAS holds a trivia contest each general meeting. The November winner was Kevin McKeown. 

His prize was an antique astronomy book.  

In 1727, the story Gulliver's Travels mentions two moons that orbit Mars--150 years before their 

official discovery on August 18, 1877 by Asaph Hall! These moons, Phobos (fear) and Deimos 

(flight) get their names from the horses that pulled the chariot of Mars in Roman mythology.  

Two questions this month: Which is larger Phobos or Deimos? Which is closer to Mars Phobos 

or Deimos?  

Answer:  

 

December Meeting is NOT at Regener Hall  

See Lead Story  

 

Observer's Page  

by Kevin McKeown  

 

January Musings  

There are a number of points of astronomical interest that January offers. While some of these 

aspects are for trivia buffs, others are clearly for the observer, outdoors in the cold with a cup of 

hot cocoa in hand. Some trivia first. Did you know that on about January 4th the earth reaches 

perihelion in its orbit about the sun? At that time, the earth is something like 3 percent closer 

("peri") to the sun (helios") than it is six months later, on about July 4th. This means the sun's 

diameter will appear about 3 percent larger in early January, than it does in July. And the sun's 

surface area will appear to be larger also (but I can't tell the difference). Since January 4th is 

close to the time of the December solstice, or the first day of winter for the northern hemisphere, 

this means that the northern hemisphere gets a little more solar energy, in its winter, than the 

southern hemisphere does, during its winter.  

Because the sun is larger in diameter in January, it supposes that total solar eclipses are a little 

less likely to happen--anywhere on earth--during the month of January, for the reason that the 

moon has a bit more trouble covering up this larger sun during a central solar eclipse. And, on 

average, a January total solar eclipse will be of shorter duration than at other times of the year. I 
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do know that an annular eclipse can have its maximum duration in January--over 12 minutes in 

long! The last "max annular" was January 4th, 1992, and annularity lasted something like 12 

minutes (in the south Pacific)! Gads, a 12 minute long ring? Ooh! And a big fat ring, too! This 

makes sense because the longest total solar eclipses-- with a totality duration of over 7 minutes--

presently only happen in July, when the sun is small, and easy to cover up. I'll leave the proofs of 

this eclipse trivia to Barry Gordon, though--I may be wrong.  

Also, I believe that January 2nd is the day of the latest sunrise, based on mean solar time. Thus, 

by January 3rd, sunrises occur earlier, and sunsets happen later each day, until June. Isn't is good 

to know that by January, the days are getting longer because nighttime is "eroding" from both 

ends? For the observer: January is the best time to get out and see the second brightest star of the 

night sky, Canopus, or alpha Carinae, of the constellation Carina, the Keel of Jason's ship. In 

January, Canopus culminates (in the due south) at about 10:30 pm local time. Canopus is also 

known as the "Great Star of the South", and it shines with a pure white light, like Altair's color. 

From GNTO, Canopus is easy to see low along the horizon on a clean, black night. To spot 

Canopus, look way down below the Orion-Canis Major area, when highest up. However, from 

GNTO, Canopus is always dimmed, and ruddied because it never climbs out of so much horizon 

"murk". From Big Bend NP however, where the great star is lifted much higher at culmination, it 

really is a brilliant white luminary, quite brighter than Rigel. Isn't it neat that we can see Canopus 

locally?  

Also, early January offers your last chance to spot the star Achernar, but you have to travel into 

southernmost New Mexico to see the ninth brightest star in the sky. Achernar is at culmination at 

nightfall in earliest January.  

Lastly, January harbors the enigmatic Quadrantid meteor shower. The "Quads" are the last big 

shower of the year, until the Perseids of August. The radiant is near the top of the "kite" of 

Bootes, within the borders of the extinct constellation of the Mural Quadrant.  

In January 1998, this shower will reach a maximum on the morning of the 3rd, during the two or 

three hours before dawn. The Quads are, at times, the strongest of the annual showers, and 

individual hourly rates can exceed 100 meteors. Last year, in bright moonlight, and clouds, the 

short lived maximum seemed to occur around 2 am, so we should have excellent rates towards 

dawn, on the night of January 2 - 3. The moon will be out of the way also.  

The Quadrantid shower is almost unique. It produces two different types of meteors: fainter, 

"electric blue" colored, streaking meteors, and yellow, point like meteors that are brighter, on 

average, than the electric blue meteors. This is no illusion! From my observations, the "electric 

blues" always show up in fair numbers, but the "pointy yellows" can be nearly absent in some 

years (like the 1989 Quadrantid max). A good Quadrantid max sees both the blue and the yellow 

meteors occurring in good rates, at the same time. Who knows what is happening here but it 

could be that two unrelated meteoric streams simply share the same radiant in the sky, along with 

the same time of maximum (unlikely). Or, perhaps the more massive particles of the Quadrantid 

stream make yellow meteors when they burn up in the atmosphere (more likely). But maybe the 

more massive particles are actually chemically different from the smaller particles. The 



implication is that the Quadrantid stream has undergone mass segregation somehow, but there 

are other ideas you can toss around, indoors, over coffee.  

Let me know if you are interested in observing the Quads. I'm at 254-9117.  

TAAS 200  

January always seems to bring to mind the wonders of the Orion region, so let's introduce some 

TAAS 200 objects in this area. Let's get started just to the west of Orion, over in the constellation 

of Eridanus, the River. Locate, with the naked eye, the star pair omicron-1 and omicron-2 

Eridani. On a line due south from omicron-2 to 39 Eridani, extended an equal distance, recover 

the very fine planetary nebula NGC 1535. This is a smallish, bright blue green nebula, of about 

9th magnitude. It consists of a small, intense inner disc, set in a larger disc that measures perhaps 

25 arc-seconds in diameter. This nebula resembles NGC 7662 in Andromeda.  

Next, the exquisite globular cluster NGC 1851 lies well underneath the rectangle of Orion, in the 

constellation of Columba, the Dove. First locate M 79, in Lupus. NGC 1851 lies almost 16 

degrees to the due south of M 79. NGC 1851 is a small, bright, rich, intensely concentrated glob 

that can appear starlike in binoculars. This cluster is very similar to M 80 in Scorpius, and I think 

it is much better than M 79. Moving closer to Orion, take a naked eye look at the famous Hyades 

open cluster. This is our next TAAS 200, and while you might not think it should be on our list, 

recall, this is the largest, richest, and closest open cluster to earth! The Hyades are actually far 

more extensive than just the "V" of Taurus: see Burnham's Celestial Handbook. For the 

telescopist, the Hyades offers many fine, wide double stars. By the way, Aldebaran is not a 

member of the Hyades cluster.  

Next, locate NGC 1647, a fine open cluster located just to the northeast of Aldebaran. NGC 

1647 is a fine, round ball of 8th magnitude and fainter stars, many of which are paired to form 

multiples. This cluster is effective in a 12 x 50mm finder. It lies far in the background of the 

Hyades. OK, on to Orion itself. As you admire the Great Nebula, move just outside of the field, 

to the due north of M 42 and recover NGC 1973-4-5. This is a coarse, poor open cluster of bright 

sapphire like giant stars involved in a large, bright, semicircle shaped reflection nebula. The 

nebula has several sections, and is reminiscent of the Trifid nebula, M 20. NGC 1973-4-5 has a 

lot to offer, and it is much overshadowed by M 42.  

For the next TAAS 200, center the eastern star of the belt, zeta Orionis. With clean, high contrast 

optics, and moderate power, look for the enigmatic Flame Nebula, NGC 2024, just to the 

northeast of zeta. This nebula seems to be a reflection nebula of zeta, and its curious inner rift 

system gives it the flame appearance. The Flame will appear as an irregular rifted glow just 

adjacent to zeta, but try to place zeta outside of the field of view for a best view. Now, move up 

to the eastern elbow of Hunter, marked by the stars nu, and xi Orionis. Just below these two stars 

lies a curious little open cluster NGC 2169. This is a coarse, somewhat poor open cluster, but its 

stars seem to delineate Greek letters (perhaps iota, and sigma)! You'll never forget your first 

view of this cluster. Farther into northernmost Orion lies the fine emission nebula, and associated 

cluster NGC 2174-5 ("NGC 2175" on our list). This object appears as a round, pretty large, and 

bright glow surrounding an 8th magnitude star. The cluster is indistinct. A nebular filter, and 



very wide angle eyepiece on a Richest Field Telescope really helps here. Next, move over into 

adjacent Monoceros and sweep up the famous Rosette nebula, and cluster (NGC 2237-44. 

You'll probably recognize the inner cluster first. The famous Rose is a large, thick wreath rich in 

detail, and with brighter sections. It surrounds a coarse, poor open cluster (NGC 2244). 

Binoculars, and a good black sky easily locate the Rose, but again, a nebular filter on an RFT 

really helps here!  

Last, but perhaps the best object on this month's agenda, is the famous "Christmas Tree" cluster, 

designated NGC 2264. This is the little tree shaped cluster, placed upside down in the sky, but if 

you use an inverting scope, it is seen right side up! It is located about 6 degrees to the north of 

the Rose, in the Monoceros Milky Way. The cluster is not too rich, but the stars are pretty bright. 

There is a lot of associated reflection and emission nebula, especially near the base. This is the 

"snow on the tree". Also, the famous Conus Nebula flares away from top star of the tree, like an 

upside down Angel. I know of no one ever having seen it visually, though. Since you will get 

this newsletter by Christmas, try observing this object on Christmas eve, or Christmas night, like 

I did for the first time years ago. You'll never forget it. Merry Christmas!  

Leonid Recap:  

Brad Hamlin, Alejandra Valderrama, Gordon Pegue, and myself ventured to Oak Flat Picnic 

ground of the night of November 16-17, where we maintained a Leonid meteor vigil. In bright 

moonlight, and more or less amounts of high, thin clouds, we saw a fairly consistent "sprinkle" 

of Leonids the entire morning.  

It was apparent that the fireball barrage that we observed last year did not materialize, although it 

might have occurred after sunrise, for us locally. Certainly no storm, or substorm occurred, 

although there seemed to be a brief outburst of fainter Leonids around 4 am. The clouds and 

moon probably cut rates by a factor of two or three. Brad saw about 50 total meteors, the highest 

total, but he started counting before anyone else. Some nice fireballs were seen, and these were 

of the typical aqua blue color. Leonids are extremely swift meteors.  

At just after 6 am in bright twilight, Brad, Gordon, and Alejandra observed the launch of the test 

rocket out of Ft. Wingate. For a trail, it left a "plate of spaghetti" in the sky.  

Other Reports/Updates:  

Did any of you get to see the "Triple Transit", on Jupiter, of the shadows of Io, Ganymede, and 

Callisto? It cleared just enough here in the southeast heights of Albuquerque for me to get a great 

look in the 10 inch f/8 reflector. It was very impressive to see three inky black dots, in a tight 

triangle, on Jupiter! The superb seeing really made the event even more beautiful. The spots 

clearly had differing diameters. Two spots lay on Jupiter's equator, the third moved within one of 

the belts.  

Also, during the second week of November, a tremendous sunspot group erupted on the far 

western limb of the sun. It was very impressive on November 13th! This was the best sunspot 

group I had seen in years. Corey Stone of the El Paso Public Schools Planetarium reports that as 



of November 25th, no meteoric material has been recovered yet from the October 9th event, 

despite some preliminary searching. It is still uncertain if any meteorites fell from this event.  

GNTO Nights  

October 31 - November 1, 1997: This was the Halloween special, and we were rewarded with a 

clean, black sky to observe under, along with unusually warm temperatures! Gordon Pegue, Bill 

Tondreau, Carl Frisch, Kevin McKeown, Jeff Bender, Dave Blair, Alejandra Valderrama, Ellie 

Gates, and others attended.  

We observed the planets Mars, Venus, Jupiter, Uranus, Neptune (plus satellite Triton), and 

Saturn; however, the seeing was not the best. Most of those present observed some beautiful 

open clusters in Cassiopeia, along with some nice winter planetary nebulae, such as NGC 1514 

in Taurus, NGC 246 in Cetus, and NGC 1535 in Eridanus.  

Of particular interest tonight was the certain observation of two very challenging Local Group 

galaxies: the Sculptor Dwarf, and the Fornax Dwarf. Gordon Pegue and I first tried to recover the 

famous Sculptor system (see Tirion). This galaxy is somewhat like a huge, very open globular 

cluster, and some persons question whether it can be detected visually at all. Never-the-less, we 

located the correct field with low power, and thought we could detect a large, ill defined haze. 

Since I read somewhere that a yellow filter might help in the observation of this galaxy, we used 

this on a Nagler with Gordon's scope, and this showed the galaxy with certainty! There was no 

doubt about the observation! The object we observed was somewhat smaller than what is 

indicated in Tirion's Star Atlas: this was the central core of the galaxy. It appeared as a large, 

round haze of very low surface brightness, which corresponds to the richer center as seen in the 

Palomar Sky Survey photo of this galaxy. Then, in my 10 inch, f/8, at 75X, I could detect the 

Sculptor Dwarf by sweeping slowly across the field. By the way, a yellow (#12) filter helps the 

observation of this galaxy because it passes the light of the orange and red giant stars which 

make up the brightest population of the galaxy, and blocks the light skyglow, which is bluish. 

The net effect is to increase contrast. It does work!  

About two hours later, Gordon and I tracked down the Fornax dwarf. At first, all we could see 

were the two brightest globulars (the best is NGC 1049) associated with this galaxy. With 

patience, we detected the galaxy as a haze somewhat surrounding a faint star. I thought I could 

detect a third globular using the 10 inch. More work needs to be done on the Fornax galaxy.  

November 1 - 2, 1997: We had an even bigger group on this Saturday night. Attending were Bill 

Tondreau, Gordon Pegue, Carl Frisch, Alejandra Valderrama, Peter Eschman, Kevin McKeown, 

Mark Nagrodsky, Dave Blair, Jeff Bender, and others attended. This was also a very fine 

evening, although it was considerably colder. We had plenty of goodies, along with access to 

Carl's trailer to keep in!  

November 22-23, 1997: This was another fine outing at GNTO, but it was chilly. Attending 

were Dave Blair, Gordon Pegue, Bill Tondreau, Alejandra Valderrama, Jeff Bender, Alexander 

Comportie, Amos Martinez, Cheryl Welch, Rick LaBorde, Cindy Carlson, Santos Borrego, 

Richard Lee, John Walter, Mikia Angel, and others attended.  



Most memorable tonight were the fine views of Saturn. Apparently the thin high clouds helped 

stabilize the atmosphere. Dave Blair also showed us the asteroids 9 Metis, 80 Sappho, and Vesta. 

They looked like yellowish stars.  

 

Deep Sky Waldo  

by Lisa  

 

TAAS offers an OBSERVING CHALLENGE each month. The challenge is in 

three parts: Deep Sky Waldo, Naked Eye Waldo, and Waldo Jr (ages 5-15). If you 

meet one or more of these challenges, please call the Hotline (296-0549) or send 

mail to the editor: Mike Pendley. You will then have your name published in the 

newsletter, and be eligible for our monthly drawing for the prize awarded at each 

meeting. You (or mom or dad for Waldo Jrs.) must be present to accept the prize if 

your name is drawn. Deadline is 9pm the Friday before the general meeting. 

This will be the last edition of Deep Sky Waldo. I hope you have enjoyed the series. Members 

that observe the objects described in the December Sidereal Times will be eligible for the 

drawing to be held at the potluck in December. Individuals that observe the objects below may 

enter the drawing to be held at the January general meeting.  

This opens up space for someone else that would like to be responsible for a monthly column. 

Drop the editor a line if you are interested--ed.  

Naked Eye Waldo Challenge:  

Pleiades  

Deep Sky Waldo Challenge:  

Open clusters M 36, 37, 38  

Waldo Jr.:  

Sirius, the brightest star in the sky except for the Sun!  

Tons of Patience Waldo:  

Any asteroid  

Observers that qualified for the November Sidereal Times contest 

(Venus/Mars/Jupiter/Saturn/new object/Aldebaran occulation) were (in random order): Linda 
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Hixon, Beth Fernandez, Ruth Pendley, Kevin McKeown, Katherine Blankenburg, Deepsky 

Pegue, Anna Whitlow, and Elinor Gates.  

This month's winner was Linda Hixon. Her prize was a Mr. Spock coffee cup.  

 

 

The Kids' Corner  

by Lindsay   

This month's guest columnist is Barry Wood. He is six years old, and will be reviewing Gail 

Gibbon's book called Stargazers. (This is actually his first ever book report for school)  

Kids, would you like to author a Kid's Corner? Just write a short story on astronomy or space and 

send it to the editor.  

December's Silly Riddle  

Bob: Are you tan from the sun? Marta: No, I'm Marta from the Earth. 

I read a book called Stargazers. It was written by Gail Gibbons and has 26 pages. It is about stars 

and the people who look at them, called stargazers and astronomers. I learned that the sun is a 

star. I learned that stars can be different colors. They can be red, yellow, blue or white. Stars look 

little because they are so far away. Stars don't show up in the day because they sun is shining so 

bright. I liked this book because it has nice pictures and words.  

 

 

No Interview this month  
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Internet Info  

by Michael Pendley  

No Report this month  

 

UNM Campus Observatory Report  

by Jay Harden  

October 31 

While not an official TAAS night (because of the holiday), some TAAS docents 

assisted UNM docents with the observatory. Total crowd was about 60 people. 

Viewing was good. 

November 

7 

What a night! The temperature was moderate and seeing was outstanding all night. 

Attendance was in excess of 150 (a near record for a non comet / eclipse night). 

Docents were kept busy until 10:30-11:00. 

November 

14 
Snowed Out 

November 

21 
Clouded out 

November 

28 
Closed, Thanksgiving week 

Docents this month were (in random order) John Sefick; Ellie Gates; Brock Parker; Carl Frisch; 

Kevin McKeown; Bill Tondreau; Robin Pimbley; Jay Harden; Gordon Pegue; Sam Norris; 

Michael Pulsis; Brad Hamlin; Jon, Steve, Ruth, and Mike Pendley; Dave and Dave III Florres; 

and Alejandra Valderrama.  

Did we leave your name off our UNM or School docent list? Its dark and easy to do. If so, we 

will give you a prize if you call the TAAS Hot Line and tell us.  

Why not join us on Friday nights. The schedule is on pages 4-5. A telescope is not necessary but 

if you have one, bring it. Enjoy some fellowship and many descriptive adjectives from the 

visiting viewers.  

 

School Star Party Update  

October 21-Lincoln Middle School. Lincoln is always a fun school. The teachers and students 

are always good hosts. As is customary with Lincoln, they provided help and hot chocolate to the 

docents. Total turnout was approximately 150. Lisa and Robert provided 4 planetarium shows to 

about 80 people.  
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October 28-Susie Reyes 

Elementary. Susie Reyes was our 

first school star party after 

returning to standard time. Turnout 

was unexpectedly low, 

approximately 30-40. Lisa and 

Robert gave one planetarium show 

to 22 people. 

Lisa helps people enter the Planetarium at Susie Reyes  

photo by Mike Pendley  

November 5-E. G. Ross Elementary. Temperatures were comfortable and seeing was good for 

the 350-400 people that attended the E. G. Ross school star party. Teachers and students were 

quite helpful and the audiences were attentive. Robert Williams and Dave DeLaRue only had 

time to give seven planetarium shows to 175 people while Mike Pendley gave two slide shows to 

about 60 people.  

Mitchell Elementary-November 11. Clouded out. Even though TAAS was prepared to do a 

show rain or shine, miscommunication with the school resulted in the principal canceling the 

event. We will try to reschedule. This happened at the last minute. My apologies to anyone who 

was inconvenienced.  

Raymond Gabaldon Elementary School-November 18. The night was clear and cold with 

good seeing. The crowd at Raymond Gabaldon was small but of high quality. All the kids were 

well behaved and asked great questions. Robert Williams and Lisa Wood entertained 30 people 

with two planetarium shows while Mike Pendley provided slide shows to approximately 30-40 

people. Total attendance was about 50.  

Docents this month (in random order) were Jay Harden; Ruth, Jon, and Mike Pendley; Anna 

Whitlow; Brock Parker; Lisa Wood; Robert Ortega; Kevin McKeown; Bruce Levin; Jeff Bender; 

Carl Frisch; Dave DeLaRue; Robert Williams; Gordon Pegue; Bill Tondreau; and Dave Blair.  

Maps to Future School Star Parties  



 

 

 

Asteroids & Elections in January  

by Kevin McKeown  

Our first Regular Meeting of 1998 will be on Saturday, January 10th, at 7 pm in Regener Hall, as 

usual. In addition to a great guest speaker, we will hold the annual election of TAAS officers, so 

you won't want to miss it.  

The featured guest in January will be Dave Blair, one of our own members. Dave recently joined 

the Society, having moved from Pennsylvania to Albuquerque. Dave is a writer, a technical 

editor, a member of Toastmasters--the speaker's club, and a very active amateur astronomer. His 

astronomical expertise is the observation and astrometry of asteroids. Astrometry is the 

measurement of positions of things in the celestial sphere. Since I've been observing with Dave 

at Twining observatory, he has shown me more stars that weren't really stars at all, but asteroids! 

Dave is going to tell us what he does when he observes asteroids, and what his data is good for. 

Since many of us are completely unaware of this branch of amateur research, Dave's talk should 

be very welcome.  

Following Dave's talk, we will have the very important election of the Society Officers, along 

with other club business. We also have a "show and tell" item to talk about. The usual social 

hour will follow. Don't forget the cookies, and other goodies. We supply the coffee, and tea. A 

map to Regener Hall appears on the back of the newsletter.  

 

Share the Night  

by Robert Williams  



People join TAAS for many reasons. My reason was to learn more about basic astronomy. When 

I joined TAAS, almost a year ago now, I knew nothing about the night sky. I could find the big 

dipper and, on a good night, I might be able to find the north star. I took several astronomy 

courses hoping to learn more about the night sky, but I found that these courses did a great job of 

teaching the technical side of astronomy but fell short on the practical side.  

Learning takes effort. My approach has been to volunteer my time at school star parties and 

attend as many TAAS events as possible. By hanging out with the "core group" I pick up alot of 

facts and techniques for finding things. More recently, I volunteered to help give planetarium 

shows at schools so Lisa Wood taught me her program. I still have trouble finding deep sky 

objects but each time I go out to view with other TAAS members I learn a new one. Slowly I am 

learning my way around the night sky. For those of you who are like me and are interested in 

learning more, I would encourage you to come out to the school star parties, GNTO nights, 

UNM nights, or any of the other public events--telescope or not. There are alot of people in 

TAAS who can help you to learn--all you need to do is ask. I could not begin to thank those who 

have been teaching me. Everyone is great and they are always willing to share their knowledge 

of the night sky as well as their equipment.  

The Board of Directors realize that it is sometimes hard to get started. In October we formed a 

New Member committee to develop ways to integrate new members into TAAS and help people 

new to astronomy learn the basics. Ruth Pendley, Bruce Levin and I took on the responsibility of 

the New Member Committee because this is something that we feel strongly about. Given the 

number of suggestions and the offers of help from other members, it is clear that this is 

something alot of people in the society feel strongly about. Our first committee report at the 

November board meeting stimulated a great deal of discussion. The two ideas we decided to try 

first were (1) set up a hospitality/information table at general meeting to answer questions for 

new and prospective members and (2) sponsor a beginning astronomy class.  

I volunteered to staff the hospitality/information table and I am pleased to report that everything 

went great. I would personally like to welcome all who stayed to talk with me and others. I hope 

we answered all your questions but if you have more please feel free to call me. I look forward to 

seeing you again at future meetings and events.  

We are currently in the process of working out the details of a beginning astronomy night. 

Complete details will be in the February newsletter but we do know it will be on January 17 at 

the UNM Campus Observatory (map on back page). This will be a great, no pressure opportunity 

for beginners to learn the basics. The number and focus of future meetings will be determined by 

the response we get from the January 17 event. Let me close by sharing some of the side benefits 

my approach to learning has provided to me By attending TAAS events I am often in a position 

to help a child look through a telescope for the first time. It is very rewarding to hear the 

excitement in their voices when they see something that they have never seen before. I did not 

think that there would be anything more exciting until I helped an adult look through a telescope 

for the first time. I suppose it is because I remember the first time I viewed the moon close up. I 

could not believe my eyes--was this real I thought. Seeing the craters and the seas for the first 

time in my life for real and not in a photograph was breathtaking. I relive this excitement when I 

watch other adults get their first look.  



Sharing the night sky with others is one of the greatest feelings in the world for me. I want to 

learn more to share more. Come out and share the night with me and others.  

The gifts of the night sky are less  

tangible, the night does not come with  

fruits and flowers and bread and meat;  

it comes with stars and stardust, with  

mystery and nirvana  

John Burrows  

from Chet Reymo's The Sole of the Night  

 

What Is an Inch Worth?  

by Barry Gordon  

We hear (fairly often) about the high cost of refractors vs reflectors, but just what is the story on 

telescope costs? I decided to put my PC to work and look into it.  

I looked at of 36 reasonably representative telescopes, excluding all computerization, in 

apertures ranging from 3" to 16"--either Dobsonians or else equatorials on full-height tripods. 

This included Newtonians, Schmidt-Cassegrains, and achromatic and apochromatic refractors. 

The data for one manufacturer (who only sells direct) came from their literature. The other data 

all came from a recent price list from a popular mail-order house, using their actual selling prices 

rather than so-called list.  

It turns out that the range of prices is rather impressive. The selling prices have a spread with 

about a 29:1 ratio, and the spread for the cost per inch of aperture is essentially the same. (By 

comparison, looking at cars, we find Rolls-Royces that sell at about 25 times the price of a Geo 

Metro.) True to the folk lore, there is indeed a clear split into fairly distinct groups, by optical 

configuration.  

All the Newtonians sit well below $200 per inch, with the Dobsonians below the other 

Newtonians (except for a "beginner's telescope" that sneaks in there at a highly competitive $67 

per inch). So, in terms of aperture per dollar, we find precisely what we've known all along. But 

there is more to a telescope than aperture. True, in many respects, aperture is the main thing; but 

it is not the only thing. I've done my share of kneeling on the ground (and climbing up step-

ladders and everything in between) in order to glimpse the heavens through Newtonian light-

buckets of various sizes. I tend to think of the Newtonian as the young person's telescope --the 

telescope for those who tend to be better endowed athletically than financially (Barry, I just 

couldn't help myself. . . I read a corollary to this in a stereo magazine once "The irony of it all is 

that by the time one is able to afford a truly fine audio system, their hearing as declined to a point 

where it cannot be appreciated. ed.)  



Achromatic refractors (in apertures of 3" or larger) seem to be losing some of their earlier 

popularity. The smaller ones compete rather well with a few of the smaller equatorial 

Newtonians, but costs climb fairly steeply with aperture, so the top of the line here costs more 

per inch than most of the Schmidt-Cassegrains.  

The Schmidt-Cassegrains all sit nicely in the $200-$500 per inch range; they are an excellent 

choice as an all-purpose telescope for the enthusiast of moderate means. One of the things we 

buy with the additional outlay is a greatly reduced demand on our athletic ability; the stubby 

rear-heavy tube of the SCT cuts eyepiece travel to almost nothing. All in all, this is a very 

compact and extremely versatile instrument. But it does share a few ills common to all reflectors: 

the secondary's obstruction of the light path, and the need for careful re-collimation from time to 

time.  

While everything we've examined up to now does (as previously noted) fall into "fairly distinct 

groups", there is some overlap between each group and its immediate neighbor. From here on, 

however, that no longer occurs; our final two groups each stand in solitary splendor, maintaining 

a dignified distance between themselves and all others.  

All the apochromatic refractors cost more than $600 per inch. Three brands, apparently trying to 

appeal to a reasonably broad market, manage to keep to a "modest" three digits; but two 

premium marques are in a class by themselves, at one grand and up. Not only do people buy 

these expensive telescopes, but in many cases they wait out the delivery times of several months. 

There are several reasons for this. First of all, for the purist, the apochromatic refractor is the 

ultimate optical system: an unobstructed light path--in permanent collimation--with no coma or 

spurious color, zero image shift while focussing, and no tube currents. Further, this new breed of 

refractor takes advantage of its ability to boost objective speeds significantly, as compared to its 

slower achromatic predecessors; this results in more compact tubes, so eyepiece travel remains 

fairly limited, and portability is improved. Finally, in this heady realm of the well-to-do, you are 

apt to find silky smooth focussers, alignment controls and illuminated reticles that permit precise 

polar alignment in literally just a few seconds, and drives that will keep an object centered in a 

high-power eyepiece indefinitely without manual intervention. The result is instruments that are 

a joy to use, yielding strikingly crisp images against velvet black skies.  

Today's amateur astronomer is extremely fortunate in having such a spectacularly rich range of 

choices from which to select.  

 

 

"Premium" Apochromatic Refractors    "Modest" Apochromatic              

Achromatic Refractors    

Average: $1217/inch                  Average: $757/inch                

Average: $218 per inch 

   

     Aperature       Cost                 Aperature      Cost               

Aperature      Cost  

     mm   inch     $    $/inch            mm   inch     $    $/inch         

mm   inch    $    $/inch  

 



 T   128   5.0     8679  1722         M   178   7.0    6210   886        C    

102  4.0   1499  373 

 A   155   6.1     7585  1243         M   152   6.0    5180   866        M         

3.5    599  171 

 T   102   4.0     4749  1183         N   102   4.0    3057   764        C     

80  3.1    349  111                    

 T    78   3.1     3249  1058         M   102   4.0    2900   722 

 A   105   4.1     4340  1050         M   127   5.0    3420   684 

 A   130   5.1     5345  1044         C   102   4.0    2499   622 

 

 

 

 

Schmidt-Cassegrains:                 Equatorial Newtonians.              

Dobsonians    

Average: $317 per inch               Average $103/inch                   

Average:  $67/inch 

   

      Aperature       Cost                 Aperature      Cost               

Aperature      Cost  

      mm   inch     $    $/inch            mm   inch     $    $/inch         

mm   inch    $    $/inch  

 

 C        14       5899   421         C        4.5      649   144        M        

12.5    974   78 

 M        12       4710   393         M          6      715   119        M        

16     1240   78 

 M         8       2900   363         M          8      825   103        M        

10      668   67                    

 M        10       3340   334         M         10      970    97        C         

6      399   67 

 C         5       1369   274         M         4.5     399    89        C         

8      499   62 

 C        11       2999   273         C   114   4.5     299    67        M         

6      358   60 

 C      9.25       2449   265                                            M         

8      468   59 

 C         8       1699   212 

 

A = Astrophysics      C = Celestron      M = Meade      N = Nagler      T = 

Takahashi 

 

Telescope Making Class  

by Mike Pendley  

Its time to start planning the Spring telescope making class. I know, its cold outside and we are 

just going into winter but I have had so many requests that I thought we would start early this 

year.  

All classes will be held on Wednesday from 7-9 pm at the Physics and Astronomy (PandA) 

building (Lomas and Yale). Here is the proposed schedule:  



Jan 21 Telescope 101, design trade-offs, mirror making process, ATM philosophy, etc.  

Jan 28, Feb 4 No class--design and order parts.  

Feb 11 Class 1, Rough grinding.  

Feb 18 Class 2, Fine grinding, polishing.  

Feb 25 Class 3, Polishing, mechanical, and testing techniques.  

March 4 Class 4, Figuring, mechanical, and actual testing.  

March 11 Class 5, Figuring, mechanical, and actual testing.  

March 18 Class 6, Figuring, mechanical, and actual testing.  

March 25 Class 7, Wrap up, class star party.  

There will be a class fee of approximately $20 to cover printing class notes (this may change a 

little depending on how many register and actual printing costs). Students will be responsible for 

obtaining their own materials but I will help by coordinating a group buy for materials like 

mirror kits, books, videos, etc.  

No special skills are needed to complete a telescope but access to basic hand tools will certainly 

make things easier. Time, effort, and cost all depend on aperture size and how fancy you get. For 

an average 6"-8" telescope, figure 40-60 hours of work (1 full day a week for 7 weeks), $250 for 

basic materials (+ or - $100 depending on your McGyver index), $50 or so to have the mirror 

aluminized, plus a mirror kit.  

My most recent prices on mirror kits from Willman-Bell are:  

6" $85  

8" $135  

10" $255  

12.5" $415  

Mirror Kits from Newport are:  

6" $70  

8" $110  

10" $220  

12.5" $350  

Note: Willman bell prices include shipping, Newport prices do not.  

Since Willman-Bell kits contain two Pyrex&trade; blanks, two individuals could save by sharing 

materials.  

Call me at 296-0549 or send me e-mail at mycall@rt66.com to register for the class or to discuss 

options if you have a real desire but don't have the time or the budget.  

 

TAAS in Astronomy  
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by the editor  

On page 6 of the January 1998 issue of Astronomy, Bonnie Gordon talks about the magazine's 

plans to celebrate its 25th anniversary in New Mexico. ". . . Come to New Mexico and be our 

guests at Astronomy magazine's Very Own Star Party on June 25, 1998 . . . The party will be 

free to everyone. It will be held at the Rio Rancho Balloon Fiesta Park . . . The Albuquerque 

Astronomical Society will co-sponsor the party and that's a job they do well. The same group 

brought 13,000 people to Rio Rancho for a spring party in 1997 to watch comet Hale-Bopp."  

On page 92, the anniversary party is given the name "Astroblast".  

 

A Call for Articles  

by the editor  

The Sidereal Times has made significant improvements in both quality and quantity in the last 

two years. It is not uncommon for other astronomical societies to use material from the Times in 

their newsletters. If we are to continue providing TAAS members with a quality newsletter each 

month we need contributions. This is the last month for Deep Sky Waldo and December saw the 

end of Starman. With 379 members I know we have at least one cartoonist, at least one person 

that could author a regular column, and a few people that could author 1-offs on some 

astronomical topic. Here are some ideas: an "Ask the Expert" column- people would send in 

questions to be answered in the newsletter. The author would not need to be an expert, just 

willing to contact a TAAS member who is. How about a column on "star hopping" with featured 

object(s) each month. The society has a number of astro photographers. Submit your photos 

(hard copy or electronic) and we will start an "astro photo of the month" column. How to articles 

are always popular. Some possible topics are polar alignment, astro photography or telescope 

making techniques. "Internet Info" has been a semi-regular column that needs a good owner.  

Send me e-mail or call the hotline for more info or to discuss ideas.  

 

1998 TAAS Calendar  

1998 TAAS Calendar--All dates tentative until adopted by the Board of Directors  

January  
Sat 10 Regular Meeting  

Tue 13 Los Lunas Elementary  

February 
Sat 7 Regular Meeting  
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March 
Tue 10 Marie Hughes Elem.  

Sat 14 Regular Meeting  

Tue 24 Onate Elementary  

Tue 31 San Felipe Elementary  

April 
Sat 11 Regular Meeting  

Tue 14 Sky City Comm. Sch.  

Tue 21 Los Padillas Elem.  

May 
Sat 2 Astronomy Day  

Sat 9 General Meeting  

Sat 23 Oak Flat  

June 
Sat 6 Regular Meeting  

Sat 20 Oak Flat  

Thu 25 Astronomy Star Party  

July 
Sat 4 TAAS Picnic  

Sat 11 Regular Meeting  

18 Sat Oak Flat  

August 
Sat 8 Regular Meeting  

Sat 15 Oak Flat  

September 
Sat 5 Regular Meeting  

October 
Sat 3 Regular Meeting  

November 
Sat 7 Regular Meeting  

December 
Sat 5 Regular Meeting  

 

Lost and Found  



Lost:  

Found:  

 

Classified Ads  

For Sale: 1988 Meade 826-C Newtonian reflector, German equatorial mount with clock drive. 

Excellent 8" f/6 mirror. 8x50 finder scope. 2" rack and pinion focuser with 1.25" adapter. Asking 

$595. Call Jeff Bender at 293-4868  

For Sale: 8-in, 71-in F.L. (f/8.875) reflector w/simple mount (no brand name), $100 minimum. 

Rack-and-pinion focuser and eyepiece negotiable. For more information, call Bob McMurtrie, 

281-0306.  

For Sale: Aruba Eclipse Cruise. Feb 21-28, 1998. Fly to San Juan PR from ABQ, take the Dawn 

Princess cruise ship to various ports of call. Then either disembark at Aruba or stay on ship to 

view the total eclipse on Feb 26. $2058 for one person. Contact Jeff Bender ASAP in interested 

at 293-4868.  

Non-commercial ads for astronomy related products listed at no charge for members. To place 

an ad, send a message to the editor at the society PO box or send a message to 

mycall@rt66.com.  

 

Answer to November's trivia question:  

Phobos is about 9,000km from Mars and has a radius of about 11km. Demos is approximately 

23,000km from Mars and has a radius of about 6km. Thus Phobos is both bigger and closer.  

There were 4 correct answers this month.  


